JD: Quality Engineer
Bluetag is a product sourcing & development agency based in Hong Kong, Shenzhen and Paris.
Created in 2011, Bluetag’s motto is Efficiency and Transparency. We have a very deep knowledge of
the Chinese industrial world and the mass retail market. We are also able to work on very
specific/niche projects in a large industry scope. “It’s our mission to provide exceptional service and
reliable products so you can focus on what matters to you.”
Our operation field is wide: from understanding client needs to production and shipment. According
to the customer needs, we assist to source and buy, develop ODM from picking, develop new products
from scratch, optimize the supply chain and/or perform product standard & legal watch. We are
expert of the Chinese manufacturing and supply chain. Our strong engineering and standard
background give a very analytic approach on every file.
A successful Quality Engineer should have excellent troubleshooting skills and be able to ensure that
processes and products consistently meet established quality standards.
Looking for a job in a fast-growing industry? Eager to use your experience and take up new challenges?
We love highly motivated people. So, if you are dynamic and thrilled by improving processes to deliver
the best, then this job is for you! Send us your resume right now!
Main product Categories: small appliances & outdoor furniture.
Your job:
- Be the technical link between the sales and the merchandiser/factory;
- Handle certification (mainly EU standards) analysis and solutions on every new sourcing or product
development;
- Inspect materials, equipment, processes, and products to ensure quality specifications are met;
- Create and improve products and quality related documentation such as Technical Construction
Files and Inspection Check lists;
- Manage the Final Random Inspections operation together with third party or internal QC;
- Investigate and troubleshoot product or production issues;
- Reinforce partnership with third-party testing/inspection partners and improve quality
management system;
- Be proficient in value analysis of the whole supply chain (product, development, shipment) to
suggest adapted QA solutions to the team.
Your profile:
- Degree in Product/Mechanical Engineering;
- 2 to 3 years relevant working experience in trading, manufacturing, product development;
- High understanding of the European products certification (LVD, EMC, RoHS, ErP, RED, EN71,
EN581);
- Entrepreneurial mindset, willing to work in a small but growing firm;
- Responsible with sense of deadlines, problem solver and decision maker;
- Experience and knowledge in metal, plastic industries, mechanical and electrical conception;
- Mature & proactive, excellent communication and interpersonal skills;
- Fluent in English and Mandarin.

Work & Salary Package:
- Full time position – 5 working days per week;
- We offer a very competitive package with a medical scheme for the successful candidate.
How to apply:
More than a Quality engineer, we are looking for someone willing to evolve with Bluetag and take up
a high level of responsibilities.
So, if you wish to make a positive change in your career by joining a dynamic company, please email
us your CV at hello@bluetag.com.hk mentioning your expected package & availability. Immediately
available is preferred.
All information provided will be treated in strict confidence and used solely for recruitment purposes.
For further information, please visit our website: http://bluetag.com.hk/

